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Custom Made Frameless Glass Showers, Screens and Doors

With elegant simplicity, our glass showers screens and sliding doors deliver spacious and contemporary styling. 
Custom designed to suit your space, our timeless shower enclosures will enhance your bathroom with the least 
visual intrusion and the most light flow. Even small bathrooms look and feel larger.
Every frameless glass shower is custom measured and made to fit your bathroom, using a combination of fixed side 
panels and either a hinged or a sliding door system. Dual-action hinges enable the door to open both inwards and 
outwards and automatically self-centre the door to the closed position. Challenges such as small spaces and sloping 
ceilings, or non-standard sizes and shapes can usually be met.

We offer a large selection of handles and pull knobs, special hardware and accessories in the latest designer 
finishes. We also supply made to measure mirrors to maximise your available space and light.
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Quality Fittings, Handles and Pull Knobs
Our handles and pull knobs are designed specifically for shower doors and are high quality stainless steel. Choose 
from Polished or Satin Chrome finishes, or we can custom powder-coat to any colour. Square and round profiles, or 
a classic knob, provide you with a choice of options to complement your bathroom.

Special Hardware Finishes
A growing trend for black tapware and bathroom accessories has created demand for shower fittings to co-ordinate. 
Handles and shower channel are available in Matt Black, Polished and Satin Chrome finishes or we can custom 
powder-coat to any colour. Hinges are available in Matt Black, Polished or Satin Chrome.

Mirrors and Accessories
Mirrors help maximise the light and feeling of space, and you can personalise your choice with coloured, sand-blasted 
or bevelled edges. We design, supply and install made to measure mirrors, including unusual shapes and larger sizes. 
Glass shelves, shower liners, splashbacks and glazed shower ceilings complement our frameless glass showers.
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